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ate James Jeffords, and Mainers Olympia Snowe and Susan Collins.
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L abor unions had reason to celebrate when Linda Chavez,
George W. Bush's first choice for labor secretary, withdrew
from consideration. As a federal official, candidate,

columnist and sharp-tongued heroine of the political right, she
had been hostile to affirmative action and to a wide range of
workers rights. But her downfall came not because of her views
or union opposition to her nomination, but because she tried
to conceal information from the Bush transition team about
her payments to an illegal immigrant who was living and work-
ing in her house. As her replacement, Bush picked Elaine
Chao, a candidate who has less of a record on issues related to
the labor post and a career as a more diplomatic administrator
than Chavez—but no apparent difference on major issues.

Bush's choice sent an unmistakable signal to trade unions
that they will be in for a rough ride for the next four years.
Republicans increasingly have focused on undermining the
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a political price for its massive resista

political power of organized labor since unions have rejuve-
nated their political operations over the past five years,
increasing the turnout and Democratic vote from union house-
holds. Dick Cheney said after the election that the
administration would push for so-called "paycheck protection"
legislation that would greatly disadvantage unions by requiring
signed authorization in advance from each individual member
for unions to spend dues money on political campaigns.

Chavez, who once was an aide to former American
Federation of Teachers President Al Shanker, made a career
attacking affirmative action and bilingual education, but she
also opposed a higher minimum wage, mocked sexual harass-
ment complaints, rejected family and medical leave and
criticized doctors for forming unions. Her own record as a
director of the federal Civil Rights Commission, which she
nearly dismantled, and as a tough partisan attack-dog sug-
gested that she would undermine the effectiveness of the
Labor Department and turn it against organized labor. Chao
shares Chavez's opposition to affirmative action, but her
more business-like conservative style led the AFL-CIO to
adopt an essentially neutral stance; the Communications
Workers and Machinists unions endorsed her appointment.

Chao held a variety of positions under Reagan and in the
first Bush administration, including chairwoman of the
Federal Maritime Commission, deputy secretary of trans-
portation and director of the Peace Corps, before becoming
president of the United Way in 1992. The wife of Kentucky
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Republican Sen. Mitch McConnell, a leading opponent of
campaign finance reform, Chao has been a fellow at the con-
servative Heritage Institute since 1996.

Given the narrow Republican control of Congress, there are
good reasons to expect Bush and Chao to promote an agenda
that will give business owners more flexibility and less regula-
tion. For example, Republicans have been trying to make it
easier for businesses to classify workers as "independent con-
tractors," to set up workplace "teams" that would effectively
revive long-outlawed company-controlled unions, or to offer
compensatory time off instead of paying premium rates for
overtime work. Republicans also have tried to free businesses
from direct Occupational Safety and Health Administration
oversight, and may attempt to overturn the ergonomics stan-
dards for safe workplace design put in place late last year after
10 years of review and politically motivated delays.

One of the few things unions got out of the Clinton presi-
dency was a reliable veto of most Republican anti-union
initiatives. Now a Senate filibuster is the last line of defense.
But by building on their mobilization of union members for
political action, labor unions are also confident that they can
win many of the fights ahead. With his appointments, Bush
has made it clear that he intends to pick those fights. •

I ame a social policy experiment from the past two
decades—welfare reform, school vouchers, "rein-
venting government," corporate "self-regulation,"

abortion waiting periods, exponential expansion of the
prison-industrial complex or the funneling of public dol-
lars to HMOs—and you will find that Wisconsin Gov.

Tommy Thompson was the first into the laboratory.
Thompson is often referred to as a "reformer." But that

gives him far too much credit. He makes change for the sake
of change—turning theories concocted by right-wing think
tanks into public policy with little real concern for the
impact the changes may have on people for whom existing
programs are an essential lifeline.

"The trouble with the national media coverage of Thompson
is that, for the most part, reporters simply accept the claims that
he has reformed all these programs and made them better," says
Ed Garvey, a veteran labor lawyer who was Thompson's
Democratic challenger in 1998. "When you look beyond the
spin, you realize that his 'reforms' are more about grabbing
headlines than improving lives."

It should come as no surprise then that George W. Bush—a
president with little understanding of and even less sympathy
for government programs—would tap Thompson to direct the
more than 300 programs and 60,000 employees of the
Department of Health and Human Services, through which
more than $400 billion in federal tax dollars flow annually.

Thompson is America's No. 1 public-policy tinkerer. A
veteran of 35 years in elective office, the nation's longest-
serving governor sees government in much the same way as a
cut-rate mechanic does an old but serviceable automobile
engine. To Thompson, the point of "reform" is not to provide

better service to citizens; rather, it is to see if the wheels of
government will run with cheaper parts—especially those
"parts" recommended by the corporate bigs who pumped
more than $5.5 million into his last campaign alone. The
problem is that the engine seldom works as well after
Thompson gets done with it as it did before he got started.

The governor earned most of his national reputation as a
pioneering welfare "reformer," implementing a sweeping
"end-welfare-as-we-know-it" scheme that became something
of a model for similar restructuring of aid programs across the
country. The man who holds the copyright on the term "com-
passionate conservatism," Thompson sold his scheme as a
move to break the shackles of government programs and free
poor families to join the middle classes. Deep into the exper-
iment, however, Wisconsin actually has a higher
child-poverty rate than it did in 1979—13.5 percent in 1998,
as compared with 8.7 percent two decades earlier.

If there is a second "reform" for which Thompson is credit-
ed, it is state support of the development of school vouchers,
which direct public money to private educational institu-
tions. Milwaukee's school-choice initiative is one of the
oldest in the country, yet it continues to yield more contro-
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